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How To Observe, Reflect, Forward Plan.

I still remember learning about child observations when I was studying my

Diploma over 25 years ago now. The best piece of advice I was given was to nd

what works best for me because that will probably be what then works best for

the children in my care. In Australia we now work with the EYLF learning

outcomes but this has not changed the reason why we do observations – it’s just

a matter of finding the style that suits you best!

Simple right? I hear you snorting derisively but stick with me, observing and

re ecting doesn’t need to be a dif cult process and I’m going to try and demystify

it a little and help you to nd what also works best for you with the minimum of

stress.

We can do this together I promise! But rst let’s explore what observations are

and why we need to do them when working as an early childhood educator.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator

http://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/product-category/earlychildhoodplanning
https://mummymusingsandmayhem.leadpages.co/leadbox/143e74c13f72a2%3A1226850cc346dc/5740659294076928/
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What are Observations & why do we do them?What are Observations & why do we do them?
Such a simple term but when using this term in early childhood settings it can

become a little confusing as to what is really expected when we talk about

‘observing children’. Observing is obviously the act of looking and watching but in

our profession we need to take that one step further. It also encompasses the

skills of listening, questioning, re ecting and documenting what we actually see

and then interpreting succinctly in order to identify and support a child’s

strengths, needs, interests and development.

When writing observations keep in mind that you cannot know exactly what a

child is feeling so you should be writing or noting what you see and hear…not

how you think he/she is feeling. Be factual, it might help to remember the two

words below as I go into further detail about observation styles.

Objective — writing what we see and hear. Objective — writing what we see and hear.  Subjective — writing whatSubjective — writing what

you think the child feelsyou think the child feels

You also want to be aware of ‘setting the environment’ because you know you

want to do an observation on a child. To be able to observe the authentic child

and associated play you need to be unobtrusive and observing the play in your

usual setting. As adults we feel uncomfortable when we know someone is

following us around with a clipboard and pen as they observe….consider that a

child will feel the same way!As well as gathering information on a child’s

development you are also aiming to gather information on a child’s emerging

skills

Let’s break that down….or in training speak ‘unpack it’!Let’s break that down….or in training speak ‘unpack it’!

You are basically gathering information about a child to inform your

programming and ensure you are planning appropriate activities, strategies and

experiences for each individual child and also the whole group. You are aiming to

foster their development.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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1. First watch and observe….look for significant moments…not just moments to

meet this week’s observation quota – that is a waste of your time and does

nothing to extend a child’s learning journey. It needs to be authentic to be

useful as an observation.

2. Listen to what the children and other staff are saying

3. Record what you see and what you hear using the format/template/style

that suits the situation, the time you have to observe,  but also your

particular skill and comfort level.

4. Incorporate visual or audio tools into your observation if you are

comfortable doing so and it helps to build your overall picture or story.

5. Briefly reflect and interpret what you have just observed…identify strengths,

interests, needs, developmental skill, emotional state, potential. Recall and

re ect upon the EYLF learning outcomes as well as the primary

developmental areas of social, emotional, physical, cognitive, language and

creative (don’t worry, more about this below!)

6. Use your re ection/evaluation summary to now plan your experiences,

environments and focus activities. Some might call this ‘Forward Planning’

So we OBSERVE, RECORD, REFLECT & INTERPRET then use all of that toSo we OBSERVE, RECORD, REFLECT & INTERPRET then use all of that to
PLAN our PROGRAM.PLAN our PROGRAM.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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When you add an activity/environment or experience to your plan that has

evolved from an observation you make a note of that in your programming(more

on how to do that below) and you have then ‘linked’linked’. Told you it was simple!

But now I hear you saying “But what about the EYLF outcomes?” It tells us we

need to do observations in a certain way and I don’t understand it, it’s too much

work”. Going to stop you right there and gently prod you toward re reading your

Early Years Learning Framework because there is a lot of incorrect information

out there regarding what you need to do to meet the new requirements.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator

http://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/product-category/earlychildhoodplanning
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EYLF Planning MythsEYLF Planning Myths
I’m going to bust a few myths for you right now….although as always keep in mind

that this blog is purely my own interpretation and re ection based on my own

reading of the document and service practice.

1. If you trained before the EYLF came into being then you can still draw upon

the knowledge and experience you already have, you don’t have to ‘relearn’

everything and do the same as everyone else. What you do need to do is just

incorporate some of the language of the EYLF and it’s important outcomes.

You will nd if you read them closely that many are the same as the things

you learnt years ago, there is just a slightly different focus with how to

approach learning and the language that is used.

2. You do not need to use numbers, colours or confusing codes to link your

programmng and documentation to eylf outcomes, quality areas, standards

or elements. You do not need to link your activities to the EYLF!  What you

need to ensure is that you have an understanding of the 5 outcomes and the

activities that fall under the different categories….many will cross over so

don’t feel you need to make them t in one box. Your planned individual and

group activities should clearly show that you are meeting all areas of the

EYLF. This might be seen in your planned activities, your spontaneous child

led activities, your environment, your resources, your intentional teaching

moments, your language and communication with the children,your program

template/method, how often you follow and build upon a child’s interests

and there will be a clear link to a child’s ongoing learning journey (or

“distance travelled”)through their individual records. Let me just repeatLet me just repeat

again for those that think I might be losing it….there is no need toagain for those that think I might be losing it….there is no need to

link each and every one of your activities and experiences to anlink each and every one of your activities and experiences to an

outcome area…it should already be clear!outcome area…it should already be clear!

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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3. Your planning doesn’t just need to be child-initiated. Planning learning

experiences based on children’s interests and strengths is important but so

is using some planned opportunities for intentional teaching. I use a

combination of both in my programming, some weeks there may be more

focus on intentional teaching, other weeks more focus on children’s interests

or individual focus activities. What I’m trying to say is that although the eylf

does place a level of importance on experiences being child initiated it is still

best practice to incorporate a combination of planning methods. The idea is

that you are continually documenting their learning journey but also

increasing their content knowledge.

4. The EYLF and NQS do not tell you how many observations you need to be

doing. This will depend upon the number of children in your care, the

environment you work in, your centre or scheme expectations. You do need

to show an ongoing method of collecting and evaluating observations and

then using the information to inform your program. But there is no set

magical number for compliance. Try and think about telling the child’s story

though and how often you might need to be adding observations and

re ections to keep the story rolling along without big gaps!! An observation

here and there is again a waste of your time and does nothing to support the

child on their learning journey.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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5. Observations DO NOTDO NOT  need to be linked to theorists or quotes from

theories. When I rst heard “the eylf says we have to” oating around I don’t

mind telling you I said a few choice words…no way was I doing that…who has

the time? So I went back and read the document again and what I noted was

that you need to be aware of and understand the different perspectives,

theories and theorists as they should inform your practice in different ways

as you continually re ect on your service (exactly how I was rst taught 20

years ago so nothing different there I promise ) But no need to cross

reference with your observations…unless you are some sort of over achiever

I guess…which I am but I’m also realistic (and I have twins).

6. You don’t need to outcome numberoutcome number everything people…stop it, stop it now,

you are stressing out about it way to much judging by the questions I am

getting….‘documentation demonstrating that the ve learning outcomes are

evident in documentation of children’s learning’ (Element 1.1.1) This does

not say ‘put an outcome number next to your observation so we can see a

clear link to that outcome now being achieved’. YOU need to know what area

the focus is on but please think about it in terms of a journey rather than one

activity or observation ticking a box. You should be demonstrating a child’s

progress through your documentation which then re ects the learning

outcomes rather than worrying about what numbers you need to add to

prove you are analysing the collected information correctly.

7. The EYLF does not tell you which method of observing and documenting you

must do. There are many types of observation styles and all have something

to offer when used in the right context. You will nd you get the most useful

results from exercising your judgement and the method that you understand

the best and also suits the children you have in your care. You don’t just need

to do learning stories or anecdotal obs or checklists. You can use a little of

everything to capture the children’s learning…just make sure it is signi cant!

If you tell a story make sure it is adding to a child’s journey not just stating

the obvious.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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So what are the most used observation styles and methods? Well I’m glad you

asked! Best grab a cuppa and a snack about here…. a little intermission if you

will…

What Observation Style suits me best?What Observation Style suits me best?
Before you try to answer that keep in mind that you don’t need to just settle on

using one format….remember you can combine a few different methods or you

can just stick with one until you are con dent with that approach. It really is

about your ‘system’ as a whole. Yes I know I keep saying that in all these

programming posts but that should be telling you something! If you do not

approach your observing and programming systematically it becomes easy to

miss parts of the cycle or certain children and that is when it becomes easy to get

overwhelmed or frustrated.

Let’s explore a few of the more popular formats…there are more but these are

the ones I am most familiar with and have used over the years so that’s what you

are getting! The key is to try a variety of styles to build a picture of the child, a

group of children and whole of service to inform and support your planning.

Keep in mind that no matter the style you use you should always include the

following information if possible…

 Name of child

 Age

 Time of observation

 Setting of observation

 Date of Observation

Running RecordsRunning Records

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Running records  are quite detailed and often take quite a bit of time to complete.

They are written as the activity or event is occurring and are usually quite

descriptive. You write a running record in the present tense so that means writing

exactly what the child is doing or saying. They obviously need to be written while

you are there observing the moment so this can take you away from other

children and your participation in the activities and play occurring.

I personally have not used a running record in many years mainly because they

are so time consuming. They are however particularly useful when you want to

focus on language development or have suspicions about risk of harm as the

child’s voice and exact actions are very important in these situations.

Anecdotal RecordsAnecdotal Records

Anecdotal records are similar to running records except they are written in the

past tense. Anecdotes describe what happened in a factual, objective manner,

telling how it happened, when and where it happened, and what was said and

done. You can therefore write these observations up after the event occurred

making them a little more user friendly for busy educators. You might like to jot a

few notes in your diary or on a sticky note or two to give you little prompts for

later when you are able to sit down to write up the observation.

I use this type of observation when I want to record a little more detail about a

signi cant learning event. I usually also like to include a few photos to add to the

text. When using this format I try to use the language and context of the EYLF so

that correlations can easily be made to the outcomes. In previous training (or the

‘olden days’ ) we were taught to focus more on the developmental learning or

achievments taking place, I still focus on this but I also incorporate elements of

the EYLF and identifying current strengths. It’s really not hard, just a shift in

thinking and language.

This is the format I currently use for recording anecdotal records for individual

children. I file them in the children’s computer folder portfolio.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Learning StoriesLearning Stories

First let me say I am not a huge fan of learning stories but I know many are and

they do play a valuable role in many programs so I thought I should give them a

mention.

Learning stories involve educators detailing the general learning of the child

which is occurring in an observation but it is presented in a more creative way,

often accompanied my photos to provide further evidence of a child’s learning.

They are usually also a little easier for parents to understand as they aren’t too

technical but they do take more time to read and time poor parents often prefer

more visual examples of their child’s progress (in my experience).

When writing a learning story you don’t need to worry about using subjective

terms or including your own interpretations when writing about the child’s

actions which is why many educators like them.You can write in a storyteller

(narrative) format to capture the meaningful elements you are observing within

the learning process before you.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Learning stories usually focus on what the children can do rather than what they

can’t whereas the running record and anecdotal records often focus on

identifying gaps in development (which they actually don’t need to, it has just

been the traditional way in years past). The idea is that you are recognising and

describing the learning you see and writing about it in a story type format.

If you want more information about how to write learning stories this article

explains the process in an easy to understand format. I will just say that if you

choose to use learning stories then you should be aware of not spending too

much time writing a lovely story but at the end not really have anything concrete

to work with. I have seen some wonderful stories but struggle to understand the

reason behind them or how they can be used to further support the ongoing

journey of learning for the child. Just something to consider as they can be very

time consuming. Some people love to do them though – it’s all about nding your

own style!

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator

http://www.aussiechildcarenetwork.com/wiki/How_to_Write_a_Learning_Story
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Photos or audio of learning taking placePhotos or audio of learning taking place  

This is pretty self explanatory but don’t underestimate the power of photos or

audio snippets of the child’s voice!

Many people now like to compile a collage of photos relating to a speci c

experience or activity accompanied by short blocks of text further detailing the

learning or journey taking place. You can make them simple with few words

therefore allowing the photos to tell the story or you can add more text if you see

the need to tell the story in more detail.This format also makes it easy to include

‘the children’s voice’ which immediately sets the context of learning. I like this

method because I can take photos of signi cant moments as we play, no need for

notes and clipboards!

Here’s a few examples of how I do mine for groups and individuals…..obviously I

write text in the blank spaces. Sometimes I ll a space, sometimes I just add some

brief dot points and sometimes I just let the photos tell the story.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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I know many people also use apps on their phones or programs on their computer

which can be very helpful for those who embrace these methods and nd they

save time. I prefer to make my own templates and use photo programs such as

picmonkey.com to put together the collages. You can just insert some photos into

a word document though, add a little text and it will be just as useful!

Another thing I love about using photos is that they are an instant record but I

don’t need to put them together into a document until I have the time to do so.

The photos act as a prompt and sometimes I don’t get to them until a week or so

later but I immediately remember the signi cant moment I wanted to record

when I see the photos.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Visual Displays of WorkVisual Displays of Work
I like to send the majority of the children’s craft and artwork home as it is

important to them and to me that they share their hard work and tell the story of

their learning to their family at the time it happens. But with their permission and

involvement I often put together some visual displays so they can share their

journey with friends and family within the care environment. Parents really enjoy

spending some time looking through the displays and making the connections to

learning.

Artwork samples with the children’s voice includedArtwork samples with the children’s voice included

Just because I send the majority of artwork home doesn’t mean I don’t keep a

record of it and the process and learning that was involved! Again, photos are a

valuable resource here and I often compile photos of the children’s work and

accompany with some very brief anecdotal text of what was happening or even

just the children’s voices which goes toward displaying the children’s progress as

they travel the path of their learning journey.

The samples might be individual or group projects. I then save these in the

children’s computer portfolio folder as well as my own children’s files.

Daily journals or reflectionsDaily journals or reflections
You can use your daily re ections and journal jottings to provide observational

evidence. You don’t need reams of paper to tell a story. I often refer to my ‘our

day’ forms in my forward planning and it comes together over time to tell a story.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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I also use the weekly re ections on my program which I complete at the end of

each week (obviously) As I said in my previous post, there is no reason why one

document or form can’t meet a number of goals and therefore make your job a

little easier.

If you are looking for some simple templates like this to use you will nd the

editable PDF versions of the ones above and much more in my EssentialEssential

Templates Toolkit for educators HERE.Templates Toolkit for educators HERE.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator

http://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/product/essential-templates-toolkit
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ChecklistsChecklists

Developmental checklists are often seen as ‘old school’ but they can still be

incorporated into today’s programming guided by the EYLF and NQS. I think it

always helps to draw up your own checklists based on your knowledge of

developmental milestones and age appropriate behaviour (I really hope they are

still teaching the milestones to students today!)

This way you can include the milestones you want to check or observe and also

include a space for a brief comment…this allows you to put the abilities or de cits

of learning into context. You would also add the date each particular milestone or

goal was met.

Checklists aren’t as popular as an observation tool as they used to be but I still

believe they have their place and can easily be modi ed to embrace the elements

of the EYLF.  There is no reason why you can’t use checklists to identify both

strengths and weaknesses and use them to form part of your evaluation of a

child’s learning.

My advice if using checklists though is to not just rely on ticking and crossing off

milestones…you want to add some details so that you get a clear picture of the

learning or struggle that is taking place. Just something brief, a line or two. This is

how you can then use checklists to document the progress of a child’s journey

and help inform your future planning and therefore incorporate elements of the

EYLF at the same time.

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Re ections/Interpretation – What Does ItRe ections/Interpretation – What Does It

Mean?Mean?
You’ve written an observation and gee it’s good….but what does it mean and what

purpose does it offer? To ensure you didn’t just waste your time you now need to

re ect upon and evaluate your observation. Now you get to use your ninja early

childhood skills (hmm, bit tired sorry) but you do!

Read over the observation, look at the photos, try to recall the moment as often

you will not be completing your evaluation at the same time…well I rarely do as I

like to break up things into blocks, you might be different. Either way, now you

want to write down what is taking place.

Consider asking yourself what is happening, why, when and how?what is happening, why, when and how?  Evaluating

children’s observations allows us to identify the children’s strengths,identify the children’s strengths,

interests and opportunities for further development.interests and opportunities for further development. Interpreting an

observation is not just writing a summary of a child’s development, you are

interpreting developmental skills, capabilities, potential, emerginginterpreting developmental skills, capabilities, potential, emerging

interests and preferences.interests and preferences. This is how you will then be able to plan futureplan future

appropriate experiences, activities and environments.appropriate experiences, activities and environments.

When interpreting and evaluating a child’s learning and capabilities consider not

only talking about the child’s development in the traditional main areas (i.e social,

emotional, physical, cognitive etc) that were demonstrated but also using the

Early Years Learning Framework. I believe both can play an important role in

today’s evaluations and provide a more holistic picture of the child.

So you understand how to talk about the developmental learning taking place but

not how to incorporate the framework principles as well? You could list the

outcome numbers if you want, I know that many do but often a child’s

demonstrated learning can overlap into a number of areas so I nd it easier to

just ‘use your words’ (yep, a little educator humour there…stick with me).

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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What I mean by that is nding the outcomes you feel correspond to thending the outcomes you feel correspond to the

learning that you observed and write about it in that contextlearning that you observed and write about it in that context  without

having to actually list the numbers and make it to formal.

For example “Ruby showed a willingness to persist with the task of drawing up

the coloured water into the baster even though it took quite a few tries and she
found this particular skill dif cult ” She clearly demonstrated that she is

beginning to “manipulate equipment and manage tools with increasing
competence and skill”
Did you recognise the two framework outcomes the above phrases refer to?  So

you look at the outcomes and decide what might be important to note in your

interpretation, then include some of that wording. I also try to include the

language in my reflections and parent communication forms too if possible.

Interpreting just the important or signi cant events within an observation does

take a little practice and at first you might find you write a fair bit so that it is clear

in your mind and you might try to include everything you think is important. Over

time though you will come to recognise the signi cant learning as you are

observing instead of after and only need to add a short summary to outline the

child’s learning and abilities.

It is important to remember that you are not rewriting the observation to tell a

story but are just trying to highlight the area of skill or need that the child has

demonstrated. You need to interpret then summarise the skills, development and

behaviours which are included in the observations you have taken. There should

be a direct link…not owery wording of what you think *might* be important to

add. This will then form a valuable part of  your programming cycle or system and

help your future planning for the child or group.

We then move to the nal step in the observation/planning cycle and here youhere you

will link it all together!will link it all together!

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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When you have evaluated your observation and con rmed where the child’s

progress is, you can then think of their next steps. You don’t need to feel you have

to write reams of next steps; if it is a short observation you may just add 1

activity or experience in your forward planning. If it was a detailed observation

you might add a number of activities to do over a few weeks.

So let’s bring it home! 

The final frontierThe final frontier…..forward planning and linking this to your programming!

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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Forward Planning &  Linking Effectively.Forward Planning &  Linking Effectively.
I know a lot of people struggle with this part but I actually nd it the easiest part

of the cycle so hopefully I can help. With your interpretation and summary

complete, you can now  think about which skills, capabilities, potential, interests

and preferences you wish to focus your attention on for the sake of program

planning. You can also look at a deeper level, linking the learning the child has

completed in the documented observation to the  EYLF which should be guiding

your program planning.

When using your interpretations and summaries to devise experiences, activities

and environments which will foster the child’s development, be sure to look

closely at the skills the child is already showing and then plan for an activity,

experience or environment which would further develop the demonstrated skills.

Make sure you are offering different experiences in your forward planning, not

just a extended version of the activity you observed previously. You need to plan

from your interpretation and summary not just the observation.

This will ensure that the child, the group and you as an educator are not getting

bored, that the experiences you continue to provide are varied and foster

different skills. Planning is more than just the next activity on a program. Your

future planning should be looking at resources, materials, people, routines,

expectations and strategies .Try to think outside the box a little and also how you

could incorporate the activities into group learning experiences and not just

individual focus activities.

When you have listed the activities you want to plan, you then need to nd a way

to make sure you are linking that activity back to your original observation so that

you can come back and re ect upon how the planned activity went. Did it meet

expectations, challenge the child etc?

Find more planning resources online at The Empowered Educator
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This is where a lot of people use initials, dots, colours, symbols etc as well.

Personally they all do my head in so I added an area to my program where I add

‘focus children activities’ with the corresponding observation date. I then come

back to my forward planning form when the activity is completed and write a

brief summary of how the experience went and date when it occurred. If I have

forgotten when that was I just look back at my ‘our day’ re ection forms from the

week. It’s hard to explain so I am going to nish this novel by showing you my

observation/forward planning cycle. But I developed this system because it suits

my style and works ef ciently as a system for me…it might not for you but you

might be able to take something away from seeing it in action. If symbols etc work

best for you then stick with it!
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My Documentation System in SummaryMy Documentation System in Summary

1.Observe & Take Photos1.Observe & Take Photos

First I observe using similar to one of the following styles……
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2. Reflections & Parent Communication2. Reflections & Parent Communication

I also use my individual “My Day” communication sheets as well as my group “Our

Day” daily re ections record which are emailed to parents at the end of the day

and also filed in the children’s digital portfolio folders on the computer.
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3. Analysis of Learning & Forward Planning3. Analysis of Learning & Forward Planning

I now use my individual analysis and forward planning record form to begin the

process of interpretation, forward planning and evaluation.

You can see on the form that I have listed the above observation styles down the

left side so when I come to use the form I just tick which method I used and add

the date.
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4. Evaluate & Forward Plan4. Evaluate & Forward Plan

I then add my interpretation or analysis of learning, jot down some future

planning ideas and activities and then add a date corresponding to the program I

will be adding them to (in the focus children activities box on the fortnightly plan)
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When the activities are completed I come back to this form and write the date

activity was observed and a brief evaluation of how the activityactivity was observed and a brief evaluation of how the activity

proceededproceeded…not a story just a few notes, no need to go overboard, it’s really just

logging another stepping stone in the child’s ongoing journey.

I am always updating and tweaking my weekly programming to suit my needs and

the children currently in care (There is no rule that says you have to stick with the

one style or template!).

Please keep in mind I am sharing the system that works for me, it might not for

you but I do hope there is something here that you might be able to take away

that makes your life a little easier when it comes to working out your own

planning cycle. There are many more ways that I haven’t covered but there is only

so much writing a gal can do on her weekend!

Finally, when considering your observation and re ection techniques perhaps

ask yourself these 2 questions….

 Am I gathering information on children's learning and development using a

range of methods?

 How am I using this information to extend and enrich learning for each child?
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